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How to discretize the Total Variation of an image?
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Because they are based on finite differences, usual discretizations of the Total Variation lead to aliased images. We propose a
new discretization called spectral total variation that agrees with Shannon sampling principles and produces images that can
be exactly interpolated. The quality improvement is illustrated experimentally in the case of image deblurring.
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1 Introduction
Originally introduced in image processing by Rudin, Osher and Fatemi in [8], Total Variation (TV) has been used in many
applications in image processing ever since, in particular for image restoration, blind deconvolution [4], resolution enhancement [6], decompression [1], inpainting, etc. and still recently in u + v image decomposition models inspired from Meyer [7].
In all of the applications mentioned above, TV is used as a regularization term that permits to select, among several competing
solutions, the “most reasonable one”. In the case of deblurring, for example, an observed image u0 has to be deconvolved by
a know kernel k, so that the resulting image u satisfy u0  k  u up to the (unknown) noise. In order to enforce uniqueness
and avoid severe ringing artifacts, the restored image u can be defined as the solution of
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where
T V (u) =
|Du|
(1)
(P): arg min k  u − u0  + λT V (u),
u

R2

and λ is an hyper-parameter that has to be adjusted in function of the noise level.
Solving (P) numerically requires two different steps. First, a discrete version of (1) has to be defined for numerical images.
Second, an algorithm has to be found to solve the discrete minimization problem obtained from (P). Whereas the second step
has received a lot of attention in the past few years with the emergence of dual algorithms [2, 3, 5], there has not been much
work about the discretization issue. However, as long as the algorithm used in the second step converges, the solution only
depends on the discretization chosen, which is consequently a true modeling issue. In Section 2, we point out the drawbacks
of classical discretizations, and propose a new one in Section 3. We then show experiment in the case of image deblurring.

2 Discrete Total Variation
Let us consider a discrete real-valued image u defined on {0, ..N − 1}2 (N being a positive integer) and extended in some
way to Z2 (for example, by assuming that u is N -periodic along both axes). The classical way to discretize (1) is to define the
discrete TV
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u(k + 1, l) − u(k, l) + u(k, l + 1) − u(k, l) . (2)
|Du|d (k, l)
with
|Du|d (k, l) =
T Vd (u) =
0≤k,l<N

There are other ways to define discrete TVs by means of finite differences, with more symmetric schemes (with 3, 4 or 8
neighbors), or absolute values (l1 norm), but (2) is the simplest one, and has the advantage of being Euclidean, which is a
requirement for Chambolle’s fast algorithm [3]. The reason why (2) is considered as a discretization of (1) relies in the notion
of consistency, well-known in numerical analysis: if we consider a regular function U : R2 → R and its discretizations
(k, l) → Uh (k, l) = U (kh, lh) for h > 0, we have
h−1 · |DUh |d (kh, lh) −→ |DU (x, y)|

as

h → 0, kh → x, and lh → y.

The idea of making the grid step h tend to zero is well-founded in numerical analysis, where it often corresponds to a
discretization parameter that can be chosen to represent more or less precisely the continuous world. In image processing,
however, the pixel size cannot be chosen in general, so that assuming that it is “sufficiently small” may not be relevant. Another
reason why discrete TVs based on finite differences are questionable is that we would like to achieve sub-pixel accuracy in
the representation of images, since many image processing algorithms (e.g. geometric transforms) use sub-pixel interpolation.
From the point of view of Sampling Theory, (2) is not a good discretization of (1), since even if u has been correctly sampled
from an band-limited function according to Shannon Theorem [9], the squares involved in |Du|d introduce high frequencies
that can be represented only if the sampling step is halved (not to mention the square root). As a consequence, the estimate
|Du|d is aliased, as well as any image produced by a minimization process involving T Vd .
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3 Spectral Total Variation
To reconciliate TV with Shannon Theory, we could define the TV of a discrete image u as being the exact (continuous) TV of
its Shannon interpolate U , defined by






px + qy
pk + ql
û(p, q) exp −2iπ
u(k, l) exp 2iπ
, where û(p, q) =
. (3)
U (x, y) =
N
N
N
N
−

2

<p,q≤

0≤k,l<N

2

However, since T V (U ) cannot be computed exactly, we use a Riemann sum with an oversampling factor n, and define the
spectral total variation of u (of order n ≥ 1) by



k l
1
,
|DU |
.
(4)
ST Vn (u) = 2
n
n n
0≤k,l<nN

What we expect from ST Vn (u) is to yield a good approximation of T V (U ) for any image u, since this term is to be used as
a regularization term. Proposition 3.1 below shows that n = 1 is not a good choice, because controlling the gradient norm of
U only at grid points does not permit to control the gradient norm between the grid points.
Proposition 3.1 There is no constant C such that for any N and any discrete N × N image u,

|DU |(x, y) dx dy ≤ C · ST V1 (u),
where U is the Shannon interpolate of u given by (3).
Using n = 2, we obtain a new TV discretization that brings several improvements to classical schemes: independence with
respect to the grid, compatibility with Shannon interpolation and sub-pixel operations (e.g. registration or stereo correlation),
at the cost of a systematic use of Fourier Transforms, which is a common requirement in deconvolution problems. From a
numerical point of view, one can use gradient descent schemes (∇ST Vn is easily computed from (4)), or Chambolle’s fast
algorithm by means of the discrete gradient and divergence derived from (3). Fig. 1 below illustrates the ability of the spectral
total variation to produce aliasing-free images, contrary to classical schemes based on finite differences.

original image

restored with T Vd

restored with ST V2

Fig. 1 An original image (left) undergoing Gaussian blur and white noise is deconvolved by means of TV regularization (P), then zoomed by
a factor 4 using Shannon interpolation. With a finite difference TV discretization (middle), aliasing appear along contours. By reconciliating
TV restoration and Shannon sampling Theory, the spectral total variation (right) avoids aliasing artifacts and yields a better quality image.
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